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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The primary objective of this thesis is to consider a measure of 
accuracy for tolerance limits and investigate the problem of determining 
the sample size required to obtain a specified degree of accuracy6 
"When considering the problem of determining confidence limits on 
a parameter of a. density function, say f(x;G), work has been done on 
several reasonable measures of accuracyo For example, if a two sided 
confidence interval is desired, then a minimum width interval might be 
considered (for given probability level and given sample size)o Or a 
minimum expected width interval might be considered if the width is a 
random variable. If a one-sided confidence limit is desired then the 
uniformly most accurate property specifies a type of optimum choice. A 
uniformly~ accurate confidence limit is one which minimizes the prob= 
ability of covering a false value of the parametero That is, a uniformly 
most accurate 'lower confidence limit for Q is a function of the samplej 
say ~(X), such 
limit such that 
that Pr( ~(X)<Q ) = a, and if £*(x) is any other 
{!-
Pr( ~ (X)< Q ) = a, then Q '< Q implies that 
Pr( 2_(X)<G 1)< Pr( ~*(X)<G'). A uniformly most accurate upper confi= 
dence limit is defined analogously, 
The accuracy of tolerance limits has not been investigated as thor= 
oughly as has the accuracy of confidence limits. This has brnn partly 
due to the lack of a suitable criterion of accuracy in the case of tol-
1 
2 
ance limits. In this thesis tolerance limits which satisfy the condi-
tion Pr( coverage >P = a are consideredj so measures of accuracy 
for this type limit are studied.· Precision criterion for p-expectation 
tolerance limits have been thoroughly investigated by Fraser and 
Guttman (2)¢ 
One type of criterion which has been investigated for the type of 
tolerance limits we are considering is expected coverage~ That is, if 
we had two tolerance limits both of which satisfied the condition 
Pr( coverage >P ) = a, then the one with smaller expected coverage would 
be considered better. However this is not a good criterion to use for 
the problem of determining a sample size so that a given precision will 
be obtained, since it does not take into consideration the variation of 
the limit~ 
Goodman and Madansky (3) have formulated a criterion for comparing 
tolerance limits as followsg Suppose we have a tolerance interval, call 
it I, such that Pr( coverage of I >P ) = a~ Then I is called the 
most stable tolerance interval if for any other tolerance interval, say 
II~ such that Pr( coverage of ,II >P ) = a, and for every p1 and p2 
such that p1 >P >P2 we have 
Pr( p1>coverage of I>p ) >Pr( p1 >coverage of II>p ) 
and 
Pr( p >Coverage of I>p2 ) >Pr( p >coverage of II>p2 ) • 
This is a desireable and practical criterion for comparing tolerance 
intervals since it not only requires that the coverage be greater than 
p with fixed probability)) but it also takes into consideration how con-
centrated the distribution of the coverages is about po The authors of 
this article did not study any general properties of this criterion1 
3 
and they- did not att,empt to formulate it in a convenient manner so th2t 
the problem of sample size determination to achieve given stability re-
quix·<:ments could be conside:re::1. 
Bain (1) considers the problem of determining the sample size such 
that for given p, e, and a, the tolerance limit satisfieS the statement 
Pr( p+e>coverage >P ) = a. The best tolerance limit to use (different 
tolerance limits can be obtained by using different statistics) for this 
case is not considered. In fact, it is difficult to compare two differ-
ent limits in this manner because Pr( coverage >P ) generally changes 
for different limits derived to satisfy the above statement. It would 
seem more practical and more consistent with the standard tolerance 
interval problem to be able to fix Pr( coverage >P ) and then impose 
some other condition for the coverage to satisfy. 
In the practical problem of determining a tolerance limit for a 
distribution it seems useful to have the statement Pr( coverage>p) = a 
satisfied, then have a criterion of accuracy which is meaningful in terms 
of the problem being considered and which provides answers to the fol-
J ·::,ring questions. 
(1) Does the tolerance limit improve as the sample size is in-
( :n If the limit does improve with increased sample size, can a 
samnle size be determined to achieve a desired accuracy? 
(3) Given two tolerance limits which arE different functions of 
thE· sample values, can we say that one is bette:::'.' than the other? 
(4) Does there exist a 11best't limit? 
In this thesis a criterion is formulated which gives reasonable 
2nswers to these questions. Some general properties of this criterion 
a:ce considered. In particular, requirements on the distribution which 
insure that a best tolerance limit exists are given, and a method for 
obtaining this best limit is given. The problem of determining the 
sample size to obtain a given accuracy requirement is worked out and 
illustrated for some particular distributions, and some comparisons 
between different tolerance limit forms are made. 
4 
A variation of the tolerance limit problem is also considered. A 
common situation is to have a tolerance specification given, and the 
problem is then to determine what fraction of the population meets this 
specification. Rather than just estimate the fraction of the population 
which meets this specification, it might be more realistic in a given 
problem to set a lower confidence limit on this fraction. This is seen 
to be the same problem as considered before except that the limit is 
given and p is to be determined for a given value of a. A measure 
of precision is defined for this problem and the sample size determin-
ation problem is worked out and illustrated for the exponential distri-
bution. 
CIIAPTEU II 
AN ACCURACY CRITERION FOR TOLERANCE LIMITS 
We are considering tolerance limits which satisfy the statement 
Pr( coverage>p) = a, and we would like to have a measure of how close 
the coverage is likely to be to p. In terms of the distribution of 
the coverage, we will have something such as in Figure 1. These might 
Figure 1 
be the distributions of coverage for two different tolerance limits, 
that is, two different functions of the sampleo The coverage in both 
cases will have proba.bili ty a of being greater than p, however I 
will be considered better than II in that the distribution is concen= 
trated more in the neighborhood of po 
Accuracy Criterion 
We desire a means of measuring the concentration about p·,of the 
distribution of the coverage associated with a tolerance limit which 
will be simple to interpret and reasonably easy with which to work., 
6 
The criterion proposed here is a modifica.tion of the most stable property 
proposed by Goodman and Madansky (3). It corresponds to the same type 
of reasoning associated with the idea of a uniformly most accurate con-
fidence limit. We propose to use Pr( coverage>p 1 ) where p 1 >p as 
a measure of accuracy for a tolerance limit which satisfies 
Pr( cove re ge >P ) = a. Now this seems to be easy enough to interpret 
in terms of physical problems., and it gives the kind of measure of con-
centration about p for which we are looking. Its usefulness will. 
depend on how well it lends itself to theoretical development and how 
well it performs for specific distributions. 
We now see how this criterion can be used to answer the questions 
proposed at the end of Chapter I. 
( l) Does the tolerance lind t improve as the sample size is in-
creased? In terms of the proposed criterion this is the same as asking 
if Pr( coverage>p' ) is a dEcreasing function of the sample size, 
(2) If the limit does inprove with increased sample size., can a 
sample size be determined to achieve a desired precision? This is the 
same as choosing a p 1 >P and ;::in a 1 ( usually small) and determining if 
there is a solution to the equation Pr( coverage>p' ) = a 1 • (For 
intergrsl values of n this will have to be < a 1 ) 
(3) Given two tolerance liuits which are different functions of 
the sample., can we say that one is better than the other? Here we will 
say that tolerance limit I is better than II if for all P'.:>P, we 
have 
Pr( coverage of I >p 1 ) < Pr( coverage of II >P' . ) 
where 
Pr( coverage of I>p ) "" Pr( coverage of II >p ) • 
7 
(4) Does there exist a best tolerance limit? This will be asking, 
"Is there a tolerance limit, say I, with Pr( coverage of I >p ) = a 
such that for any other limit, II, with Pr( coverage of II>p) = a, 
we have for all p 1 >P 
Pr( coverage of I>p' )~ Pr( coverage of II.>p' )? 11 • 
If such a limit as I exists then we will call it the uniformly~ 
accurate tolerance limit such that Pr( coverage>p ) = a. 
We see then that these questions can quite readily be formulated in 
terms of the proposed criterion. We no'l(1 need to consider an example to 
which we can apply this criterion in order to study these questions and 
clarify the ideas. 
Example: The Uniform Density 
Let x1, ••• ,Xn be a random sample from a population with uniform 
density function 
f(x;Q) = 1/Q for O<x<Q 
= 0 otherwise, 
and let L(X1, ••• ,Xn) = L denote a real valued function defined on the 
samplE space. We then consider the problem of determining L such that 
that is, determine a lower tolerance limit on lOOp% of the distribution 
with probability a. Now 
. Q 
Pr [ JL ( 1/Q)dx>p J = Pr( 1 - L/Q >p ) 
= Pr( L< G( 1 - p) ) , 
a.nd Z = max(Xi) is the minimal sufficient, st.a.tistic for G. Also 
i 
Y = Z/G has density function 
n-1 g(y) = ny 
= 0 
for O< y< 1 
otherwise. 
8 
[ )1/n] Cumulative points on this density will be given by Pr Y<'(a ~ ao 
Therefore we have 
a = Pr[ Z/Q<' (a) l/n J 
= Pr[ Z(l - p)/(a//n< g(l - p)J 9 
and if we compare this with the statement above we see that a choice for 
L is 
1/n L = Z(l = p)/(a) • 
This choice of L then gives a lower a probability tolerance limit 
on lOOp% of the density~ and this statement holds for any sample size. 
Now consider the statement Pr( coverage>p 1 ) for p 1 >Po We have 
But p 1 >p implies (1 = p 1 )/(l - p)<lp therefore Pr( coverage>pi ) 
9 
is a strictly decreasing function of n. Hence considering question (1) 
we see that the tolerance limit does improve~ in terms of the proposed 
criterion, as the sample size increases. In fac·b.11 each additiona.l sample 
element decreases Pr( coverage >p 1 ) by a factor of ( 1 - p 1 ) /( 1 - p) .. 
If we wish to determine the sample size such tha.t Pr( coverage>p ) 
"! a and Pr( coverage >p 1 ) ::;; a 1 :, then we will have to choose n such 
that 
or 
For example if we want to have Pr( coverage> .90 ) = 095 and 
Pr( coverage>.92 )~ 010 9 then we must choose n such that 
n >log(.10/.95)/log(oOS/.10) "'10.08 
or 
n"' 11. 
This giYes 
( ) /( c')l/11 L "" z O 10 I O 9:;; - (.l005)Z 
for the tolerance limitJ> and the above probability statements are satis= 
fied for this limito 
So as to have for illustration a different tolerance limit to compare 
with the one just derived.9 we consider the problem of obtaining a tol= 
erance limit based on the minimmn sample value. For notation let z1 "" 
1/n 
max(X.) and 11 = z1(1 = p)/(a) and let z2 ""min{X.)o Now if we 
. l . l 
l l 
let W"" z2/<:s 3 then the density of W is given by 
n-1 
g(w) = n( l - w) 
= 0 
10 
for O<w<l, 
otherwise. 
Cumulative points on this density are given by Pr [ W<l - (a}1/nJ. = a. 
So if we choose 
then we will have 
Also 
Pr[ J~(l/Q)dx>p J = Pr( 12/G<l - p ) 
= Pr[ z2/Q<l - (a/In] 
= a. 
Pr[ {:(1/Q)dx >P' J • Pr( 1 - Z2'1 - p)/G[l - (ai1/j >P') 
.. Pr( Z2/G< i : ~' f = (a.)1/n]) 
Now p'>p.9 so (p' - p)/(1 - p)>O, and therefore 
[p' - p + 1 - P'(a)l/n]n [l - pu(a)l/nln 1 - P 1 - P > LI - P J 
11 
Therefore this shows that in terms of the proposed criterion 11 is a 
better tolerance limit than 12• Another consideration concerning the 
relative efficiency of the two limits which could be carried out here is 
the comparison of the sample sizes required to obtain a given accuracy 
requirement. 
1/n We now consider the problem of whether 1 = Z(l = p)/(a) 9 where 
Z = max(Xo)., is the best form which can be used for a lower tolerance 
• J. 
1 
limit for the uniform density .. 11Best 11 as we are considering it means the 
uniformly most accurate tolerance limit. In terms of the density we are 
considering this means 
and for any other limit 1* such that 
we have 
for all p 1>P• In this case we can show that 1 = Z(l - p)/(a)l/n is 
the best limit in the following manner. Consider testing the hypothesis 
H0 :G = 90 with alternative H1 :G>Q0 at the 1 = a probability leveL 
12 
The uniformly most powerful test of this hypothesis is to reject H0 if 
Z >cJ (. \ wherE· Z "" max X., ; 
" .l.. 
and c is chosen sueh that when G ""goJ 
l. 
Pr( Z>c ) = 1 - a. The density of Z is given by 
g(z) = n(l/G)(z/~))n-l for O<z< G 
= 0 otherwise. 
Then c must be chosen such that 
or 
Now 
[ ( . 1/n] Pr Z>Q0 a) = Pr[ Z(l = p)/(a//n>G0 (1 = p)J 
"" Pr[ L>G0 ( 1 ~ p )] 
a.nd if L1i- is any other tolerance limit such that Pr( coverage >p ) "" a.,i 
then 
Let b "'G0 (1 - p) 7 and the power of the test can be written in the form 
Prg( L >b ) o Then from the uniformly most powerful property of the test 
we have 
and 
Pr( L>b ) >Pr( L{~>b ) 
for Q = Q 0 
Now if we have P'>P then b = G(l -p 1) implie,s that G>G0 , so 
= 1 - Pr( L>b ) 
* < 1 - Pr( L >b ) 
if 
= Pr( L< b ) 
13 
* Since this inequality holds for any L other than Lj we have that 1 
1s the uniformly most.accurate lower tolerance limit. 
Conclusion 
This example has served to illustrate the usefulness and feasibility 
of the criterion proposed in this chapterJ and it has shown that, in some 
cases a.t least, there do exist uniformly most accurate tolerance limits. 
We now need to consider the general properties of this criterion and 
formulate a. method for obtaining a uniformly most accurate tolerance 
limit when one exists. 
CHAPTER III 
GENERAL PROPERTIES OF THE ACCURACY CRITERION 
This chapter deals with the problem of determining when a uniformly 
most accurate tolerance limit existsll and also considers a me:thod for 
obtaining this limit when it does existo We will need to determine suf= 
ficient conditions on the density function to insure that a uniformly 
most accurate limit exists, and then determine what function of the sample 
gives this uniformly most accurate limit. The approach taken here is to 
obtain a relation between tolerance intervals on the density and confi= 
dence intervals on the parameter:) and attempt to use the optimum proper= 
ties of confidence intervals to obtain optimum tolerance intervals. The 
primary interest will be in one=sided tolerance limits; however9 a few 
general remarks regarding confidence sets and tolerance regions will be 
made firsto 
Relation Between Tolerance Regions and Confidence Sets 
Let f(x;Q) be a density function and denote 
Pg(A) = ~f(x;G)dx. 
Let Xp ••• .,Xn be a random sample from a population with density f(x;G) 9 
and let C(Xp ••• ~Xn) = C(X) denote an a pror:abili ty coni'idence set 
for G, that is,. Pr [ G in c(x)J "' a., Let S(X1.P •• 9 Xn) = S(X) denote a 
tolerance region and suppose that PQ(S(X)) has a distribution which is 
independent of the parameter Q. That is, Pr[ PQ(S(X))>p J is inde-
pendent of Q. Now the coverage, PQ(S(X)), associated with S(X) varies 
with Q. That is, for given S(X), Pg(S(X)) can be considered as a 
function of G, but since we have a set, C(X), which we expect Q to be 
in, we also expect to have P9(S(X)) = PG (S(X)) for some Q0 in C(X). 
0 
Therefore we will expect the true coverage to be greater than 
inf P0(S(X)). So if we can choose the form of S(X) so that Qin C(X) 
inf P9 (S(X)) takes on a preassigned value, say p, then we will Qin C(X) 
expect the coverage to be greater than p. To state this more precisely, 
we have that if C(X) is such that Pr( Gin C(X) ) = a, then 
Pr[Pg(S(X))> inf PG(S(X))J >Pr( Qin C(X)) = a. 
Gin C(X) 
Furthermore., if S(X) can be determined such that inf P,/S(X)) = P.1> 
Qin C(X) 
then we will have 
Pr[Pg(S(X))>p] = Pr[P~(S(X)) > inf P9 (S(X))J 
G in C(X) 
~Pr( G in C(X) ) = a. 
This then gives us a relation between the probability statement of a 
tolerance region for the density and the probability statement of a con= 
fidence set on the pa.rameter. Also we note that in the special case 
where Pg(S(X))~p for Q not in C(X), then we will have 
Pr[ Pg(S(X))>p J = Pr( G in C(X) ) = a. 
16 
Here we are able to express the tolerance interval probability statement 
equal to a confidence interval probability statement, and we see a 
possible correspondence between the proposed criterion of accuracy for 
tolerance regions and the probability of the confidence set covering the 
wrong value of the pararneter9 say 
Pr[ P ,;/s(x)) >p' J , for p 1 >P, as 
GI. Our idea of considering 
a measure of the desireability of 
tolerance regions which have a fixed value for Pr[ P~/S(X))>p J 
corresponds to the idea that confidence sets will be more informative 
the less likely they are to cover false values of the parameter with a 
controlled probability of covering the true value., 
Since we will be primarily concerned with one-sided tolerance limits 51 
we 1,rlll now formulate these ideas for this case, give an example., and 
arrive at some general results. 
One-Sided Tolerance Limits 
Let L be a real valued function defined on the sample space!> and 
suppose the cumulative distribution function, F(x;G)» is a continuous 
and decreasing function of its real parameter Q (corresponding results 
hold for an increasing function)o Then we have 
and 1 - F(L;G) is an increasing function of G. Let Q be a lower a 
probability confidence limit for Gj) that is Pr( G< G ) "" a. 9 and consider 
~~nj - F(L;G~ • Since 1 = F(L,G) is an increasing function of G,:; the 
minimum with respect to GJ> where Q is restricted to ~S:GJ) will occur 
at the smallest value G can take on in this interval!> namely Q"' Go 
Therefore we have 
minll - F(L;Q)J = 1-F(L;~). 
Q<GL 
--
Now suppose it is possible to solve for L in the equation 
1 - F(L;!!) = p. 
Then for 1 determined in this manner we will have, since 1 - F(L;G) 
is an increasing function of 9, that 1 - F(L;G) >P for G<Q and 
1 - F(1;9)<p for G>G. 
--
Therefore 1 - F(1;9)>p if and only if 
~<G, so 
Pr[ {~(x;G)dx>p J = Pr( G<Q ) = a .. 
Note that if l - F(L;G) were a decreasing function of the parameter 
17 
then we would have the same situation except that we would want an upper 
a proba.bility confidence limit on Q. 
This not only offers a possible systematic technique for arriving 
at tolerance limits for some densities by using a confidence limit on the 
parameter, but it enables us to express the tolerance limit probability 
statement in terms of the confidence interval probability statemento We 
now consider an example to illustrate how this technique can be applied 
to derive a tolerance limit.? and then see how the properties of the con= 
fidence limit used to obtain this tolerance limit can be used to study 
the properties of the tolerance limit. 
Example~ Suppose we are interested in determining a lower tolerance 
limit on a normal density with unknown mean, mj and known variance 9 v~. 
18 
Then 
1 - F(L;m) 
is an increasing function of m, so we will need a lower confidence limit 
on m .. Let Za denote the point such that if Z has the standard 
l 
normal density then Pr( Z<:za) = ae Then x - z8v0 (n)-2 is a lower 
a probability confidence limit for m and 
Now if we solve for L such that 
then we will have 
f 00(2d 2)=i l rx = X + Zav0 (n)-!]2dx·· = p L 11v0 exp=2 - -Vo 
or 
This choice for L. gives a tolerance limit such that 
Continuing with this example we can illustrate how the accuracy criterion 
for tolera.nce limits corresponds to the probability of the confidence 
interval on the param~ter covering the wrong parameter value. 
For the tolerance limit derived in this example consider 
Pr( coverage >P 1 ) , where pa >P" We have 
19 
where m1 = m - (zp, - zp)v0 ,<m. This then states that the probability 
that the coverage is greater than p' is equal to the probability that 
the confidence interval covers a particular false value of the parametero 
_1. 
Now Y - zavo(n) 2 is the uniformly most accurate lower a prob-
ability confidence limit on m. That is, if m is such that Pr( ~-<.m) = a 
and m' is any value such that m 1 ,<.m, then Pr [ X - za v0 ( n) ~-<mt J < 
Pr( !!!<m1 ). Therefore if we can show that for any given tolerance limit 
for this distribution such that Pr( coverage:>p) we can find a cor= 
responding confidence limit on the parameter such that Pr( coverage.>p) 
= Pr( ~*<::m ), then we may be able to use the uniformly most accurate 
property of the conftdence limit to show that the tolerance limit we 
have derived is the uniformly most accurate tolerance limit .. That is, 
suppose 1* is a given lower tolerance limit for the density N(mjv0 ) 
such that 
= ao 
Then 
and therefore Li*' + Zpv0 is a lower a probability confidence limit on 
20 
m. This shows that for a given tolerance limit on this distribution, a 
corresponding confidence limit on the parameter can be determined such 
that the tolerance limit probability statement can be expressed in terms 
of this confidence limit probability statement. Also we have 
= Pr( L-l* + z 1v0 <m ) p 
= Pr[ L-l* + zpv0 <m - ( zp, - zp)vo] 
= Pr( 1~ + , I ZpVo<m ) 
where, as before9 m' = m - (zp, - zp)v0 <m. Therefore if 
l 
L "' X - zav0 (n)-2 - ZpVo and L-l} is any other limit such that 
then by the uniformly most accurate property of the lower confidence limit 
l 
I = zav0 (n) =·2 1 we have, for p 1 >p and m' "" m = ( zp u - zp)v0 ,9 
l 
This means that L ~ X - zav0 (n)-2 - zpvo is the uniformly most accurate 
lovier tolerance limit for the normal density with kno~in variance 
21 
lle also note th,3t for this problem 
( [!n I - m] ( )_1_ - Pr Z<~= n 2 + 
rm' - m](· )§" ----- .n + z8 Vo is a decreasing function of n. 
'Therefore 
is a decreasing function of the sample siz,e:, so the problem of determining 
a coample sizG to obtain a desired accuracy- can be considered. In fact 
for given p 3p 1 ,a, and a 1 we have 
( gn' -~ m]c )! ) "' Pr Z< c-v;;-= n " + za 
"'Pr[ Z<=(zp 1 = zp)(n)i· + za J 
which implies that 
or 
n"" 
General Properties: Following the pattern of this example_;, we now 
show that for suitable density functions if a tolerance limit is derived 
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by the method describe·d by using the uniformly nost accurate confidence 
limit on the parameter, then the tolerance limit obtained will be the 
uniformly most accurate tolerance limit. In order to do this we will 
need to first give some definitions and theorems necessary for the proof. 
The discussion will be limited to single para.meter families of 
densities. We first define a. property which gives a sufficient require-
ment on the density to insure that a uniformly most accurate confidence 
limit exists. The real parameter family of densities p(x;9) (x may be 
a vector) is said to have monotone likelihood ratio if there exists a 
real valued function T(x) such that for. any G<G I the distributions 
Pg and P9 , are distinct, and the ratio p(x;G' )/p(x;~) is a nonde.-
creasing function of T(x). The important requirement here is that 
p(x;Q 1 )/p(x;Q) be monotone in some real valued function T(x). Nonde-
creasing is specified to avoid considering cases. 
For reference we will quote two theorems given by Lehmann in (4) 
which pertain to the problem we are considering and which will be used 
in a following proof. 
Theorem 1. Let Q be a real parameter, and let the random variable 
X have probability density p(x;@) with monotone likelihood ratio 
in T(x). 
( i) For testing H:Q< Q0 against K gg >90 , there exists a uniformly 
most powerful test, which is given by 
{
1 when T(x) ::::::;. C 
(1) ¢(x) = q when T(x) 5 C 
O when T(x) < C 
where C and q are determined by 
23 
( 2) EG ¢ ( X) = a. 
0 
(ii) The power function 
(3 ( 9) = Eg¢(X) 
of this test is strictly increasing for all points G for which /9( G) < 1. 
(iii) For all G', the test determined by (1) and (2) is UMP 
for testing H1 :G:$G 1 against K1 :G>Q 1 at level a 1 = (3(G 1 ). 
This theorem is important at this point because the concepts of 
uniformly most powerful test, uniformly most accurate confidence limit, 
and uniformly most accurate tolerance limit as we have defined it are 
all closely related. 
We now state the theorem which gives sufficient conditions for the 
existence of a uniformly most accurate confidence limit. 
Theorem 2. Let the family of densities p(x;Q) have monotone like-
lihood ratio in T(x) and suppose that the cumulative distribution 
function F(t;G) of T = T(X) is a continuous function of t for each 
fixed Q in the para.meter space .. 
(i) There exists a uniformly most accurate confidence bound G 
for Q at each confidence level 1 - a. 
(ii) If x denotes the observed values of X and t = T(x), and 
if the equation F(t;G) = 1 - a has a solution 9 = ~ in the parameter 
space, then this solution is unique and G = Go 
We now state and prove the theorem which we have been leading up 
to concerning the existence of a best tolerance limit. 
Theorem 3. Let f(x;G) be a real parameter family of densities 
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on t.he real line with monotone likelihood ra.tio in the real variable x. 
Let F(x;G) be the cumulative distribution function of X, and assume 
it is continuous in x for each Q. If there exists a uniformly most 
;:iccurate lower confidence limit,!!., for g based on a sample of size 
n, then there exists a uniformly most accurate lower tolerance limit L 
for f(x;Q) given by the equation 
F ( L; 2_) = 1 - p .. 
(Monotone likelihood ratio in x will refer to nondecrea.sing, 
however a nonincreasing likelihood ratio will produce the same results 
with the lower confidence limit Q replaced by the uniformly most 
accurate uppe·r confidence limit Q on 9.) 
Proof: By theorem 1 there exists a uniformly most powerful test 
of the hypothesis H:Q<Q0 against K:Q>Q0 and the critical region is 
of the form x>C. Theorem 1 also says that the power function is an 
inereasing funct,ion of. G, therefore we have Prg( X> C )< Prg,( X> C ) 
for 9<~ 1 , or 1 - F(x;G)<l - F(x;G') for Q<G 1 • Therefore 
1 - F(x;G) is an increasing functior: of g for each x. Hence if 
.§:(x1 , ••. ,xn) is the uniformly most accurate lower confidence limit on 
G, then we have for any x, 
inf f 1 - F(x;Q )] = 1 ~ F(x;~). 
G<Ql 
Let 1 be such tha.t 1 - F(L;~) = p. L will be a real valued function 
of (x1 ,. •• ,x ). Then we have 1 - F(L;G):.>p for ~<G and 1 - F(L,9) 
~.. n 
,S: p for Qc9. Therefcre 
Pr [ { 00f(x;G)dx>p J = Pr [ l - F(L;9) >P J 
= Pr( ~<Q ) = a, 
so L is a lower tolerance limit on the fraction p of the density 
f(x;Q) with probability a. 
We now need to show that for any other tolerance limit 1* such 
that 
and for every p 1 >P we have 
We will do this by finding a confidence limit Q* on Q corresponding 
to 1* and then use the uniformly most accurate property of ~ to 
establish the inequality. 
Let 1* be a function of (x1, ••• ,xn) such that 
Pr[ {J<x;Q )dx> p J = a. 
'l'hen let r;/ be such that 1 - F(L*;Q*) = P• Now ~* will be a func-
tion of 1* and consequently a function of (xl' ••• .,:i::n), and since 
1 - F(x;Q) is 8.n increasing function of G, we have l - F(L*;Q) >P 
for ,l.<Q and 1. - F(L*;Q)<p for Q*~Q. Therefore 
- -
= Pr [ {/(x;Q)dx>p J = a. 
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* So Q is a lower a probability confidence limit on 9. 
Now consider p' >P• By the UMP property of the test in theorem 1 
we have that PrQ ( X>C(Q0 ) ) = a., Prg ( X>C(Q0 ) ) > a and 
0 . 1 
PrQ1( X>C(Q1)) = a for Q0<G1 implies C(Q0 )<C(G1). So C(Q) is 
an increasing function of Q. Also, for any value of p' there exists 
a C such that PrQ ( · X>C(Q0 ) ) = p'., and since the power is an in-
o 
creasing function ·Of G., Pr~ ( X>C(Q ) ) = p for some g1< G • Note 
~1 0 . 0 
that Pr91 ( X>C(Q0 ) ) = p · implies l - F(C(Q0 ) ;G1) = p., which implies 
that G1 is a function o:f Q0 • Let g(Q0 ) be this function, that is 
G1 = g(Q0 ). Now F(C(Q0 );G1) = l - p and C(Q) an increasing function 
of Q implies that g(Q) is an increasing function of Q. Now con-
sider Pr~/ X>C(Q0 ) ) and Prg,( X>C(Q0 ) ) where 91 = g(G). Let 
x 0 = C(Q0 ). Then Q>Q0 implies g(Q)>g(Q0 ), so that 1 - F(x0 ;Q) = 
Prg( X>x0 )>p 1 and l ... F(x0 ;Q') = Prg,( X>x0 )>p. Also Q<Q0 
implies that 1 - F(x0 ;G)<p' and 1 - F(x0 ;(;')<p. Therefore 
1 - F(x0 ;Q)>p' if and only if 1 - F(x0 ;Q 1)>p. Now Prg ( X>C(Q0 ) ) 
. 0 
= p' holds for any G0 ., and consequently x0 , therefore we have that 
1 - F(x;Q) >p' if and only if l - F(x;Q 1 ) >p., so 
and 
Pr[ ~~(x;G)dx>pJ = Pr[ 1 - F(L;G)>p'] 
= Pr [ 1 - F(L.,QI )>p] 
= Pr( Q< Q' ) 
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Then by the uniformly most accurate property of Q we have 
. Pr( 9<9' ) < Pr( Q-1< 9 1 ) 
so 
Therefore L is the uniformly most accurate lower tolerance limit such 
that Pr( coverage >P ) = a. 
Two Sided Limits 
We have been limiting the discussion to the case of one sided tol-
erance limits. The technique used to derive the one sided limit may 
also be used to derive two sided limits, although there will generally 
not be a uniformly most accurate two sided tolerance interval just as 
there is generally not a uniformly most accurate two sided confidence 
interval. Also the equations involved may become considerably more 
complicated. However two tolerance inte·rvals can still be compared 
using the proposed criterion of accuracy, and the problem of determining 
sample size to obtain a desired accuracy can be considered. An example 
will be given to illustrate these points. 
Consider the problem of determining a tolerance interval for a 
normal density with unknown mean m and knmm variance v0 • Then 
Now a* "" 1 2, ~ , is an a 
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probability confidence interval for m. Denote this interval by (!!!,iii), 
and we have min~(L2;m) - F(11;m)J with respect to m where m is 
restricted to (,!,in) occurs at one of the end points of the interval. 
If the method of expressing the tolerance interval probability statemei1t 
in tenns of the confidence interval probability statement is to be used, 
we must have 1i. and 12 such that F(L2;m) - F(L1;m) >p for m in 
(~.,m) and F(L2;m) - F(11;m)~ p for m not in (~.,iii). Therefore 11 
a.nd · 12 will have to be chosen such that the equations 
and 
are satisfied. The first equation gives 
(11 - m)/v = -z 
- 0 p+d 
and 
Then using the symmetry of the normal density., the second equation gives 
and 
(12 - iii)/v = z d' O p+ 
so we will have the solution if we can determine d. We have 
therefore 
x -
or 
Now this equa.tion has a unique solution in d since in-
creases from O to CD as d · decreases from ( l - p)/2 to o. For 
example if we want 11 and 12 such that 
then we have p = .90, a*= .975, so d must satisfy the equation 
1 
-:a 
z z = 2(1.96)(n) • If we choose an n = 16, then we find l-d - .90+d 
that d = .01, so 11 = x - 1.83v0 and 12 = x + 1.8Jv0 • 
More Than One Unknown Parameter 
Tolerance limits are generally very difficult to determine when 
more than one unknown parameter is involved. In order to use the pre-
vious procedure we W"Ould first need to determine an appropriate confi-
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dence region in the parameter space, then we would have to determine the 
parameter values which minimize 1 - F(x;Q) with respect to Q where 
the vector Q is restricted to the confidence region. Now if L is 
such that min[l - F(L;Q) J = p where Q is restricted to the confidence 
region, then 1 - F(L;Q)::>p for Q in the confidence region, but in 
general 1 - F(L;Q) is not less than or equal to p for all Q out-
side the confidence region. Therefore we would have Pr( 1 - F(L;Q)>,p) 
~Pr( Q is in the confidence region). 
CHAPTER IV 
APPLICATIONS 
In this chapter some applications of the preceding material will 
be given. These applications will be chosen for there possible usefulness 
and as examples to follow when studying tolerance limits for a distri-
bution. The problem of determining the sample size necessary to obtain 
a desired accuracy will be considered in each case. 
The Exponential 
The.exponential distribution will be the main distribution consid-
ered in this chapter. Two different sampling plans will be considered 
because of their usefulness in life testing problems. The uniformly 
most accurate.limit will be derived and the problem of determining the 
sample size to obtain a desired accuracy will be solved. Also a tol-
erance limit based on a single order statistic will be considered and 
the sample size problem solved. These limits will be compared. 
Let 
= 0 otherwise. 
The first·method of sampling considered, stated in terms of the life 
testing problem, is to place n items on test, waiting until r of the 
n have failed without replacing those that fail as they fail, and re-
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cord the times to failure of the r items. Let xi n b€ the i-th 
, 
smallest sample value, and let 
1[ r e = r - z:: xi n + ( n - r )x ] • i=l , r,n 
If r = n then this is just the sample mean. It is known that 2~/G 
has the chi-square distribution with 2r degrees of freedom. We use 
the notation Pr[)(t)(!(2r)] = a. Therefore 
a = Pr[ 2r~/@< )(;(2r)J 
= Pr [ 2&/.{!(2r)<Q J, 
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so 2r~/_A':~(2r) is a lower a probability confidence limit on 9. In 
fact, deriving the uniformly most powerful test of.the hypothesis 
H:1,;15Q0 against K:G>G0 shows that this is the uniformly most accurate 
lower confidence limit for G. Now 
is an increasing function of 9, therefore 
min exp-L/Q = exp-1/£ 
QSQ 
where £ = 2r'$/ )(~( 2r)., Then exp-L/2, = p implies 
1 = -2r9log(p)/)(~(2r). 
The ref ore, for this choice of L we have 
and according to the theory in the previous chapter this choice of 1 
gives the uniformly most accurate lower tolerance limit for this type 
of sampling. 
Now to get a measure of the accuracy of this limit, let p 1 be 
greater than p. Then we have 
Pr[ J1~-lexp-x/G dx>p 1 J = Pr( L<-Gln(p') ) 
= Pr [-2r~ln(p)/X~(2r)<-Gln(p 1 ) J 
= Pr! 2re}/G < V 2( 2r) ln~py) 1 • L !\,a ln p J 
But since 2r'G/Q has a chi-square distribution with 2r degrees of 
freedom, this probability·statement is equivalent to 
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Now ln( p 1 ) /ln(p) < 1 so this probability is a decreasing function of r. 
Thereforc; if we want to specify the sample size such that we will obtain 
a tolerance limit with Pr( coverage>p) = a and ·pr( coverage>p 1 )~a 1 2 
where p 1 >P and a' is small, then we must choose r such that 
or 
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The chi-square tables can be used to determine r such that this in-
equality is sa.tisfied. For example, if we wish to have a lower tolerance 
limit on the exponential distribution such that Pr( coverage >.90 ) = .90 
and also have the sample size large enough so that the accuracy will be 
such that Pr( coverGige>.93 )S .10, then we will have ln(p' )/ln(p) = 
.6888, so r must be determined such that the inequality 
is satisfied. If we look in the .90 column and the .10 column of 
the chi-square table and increase the degrees of freedom until the in-
equality is first satisfied, we find the.degrees of freedom to be 96. 
Therefore we must have 2r>96 or r ~48. If we choose r = 48 then 
our tolerance limit will be 
L = -2(48)-eln(.90) = (.o886)e. 
1:i.4.1 
With this limit based on a sample of size 48 we will have 
Pr( coverage >.90 ) = .90, and we will also know that 
Pr( .93> coverage:> ,90 )> .Bo. 
We note that the accuracy is not a function of n except that we 
must have rs_n. Therefore since the accuracy increases as r in-
creal:l,es, the best acctlracy is obtained by taking r = n. However, in 
life testing proble~ another thing to consider is the time involved. 
This is where n has an effect. If n is held constant and r in-
creased, then the accuracy of the limit improves but time to obtain the 
r failures increases. If r remains fixed and n is increased., then 
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the accuracy of the limit remains the same but the time required to ob-
ta.in the r failures decreases. 
The second method of sampling considered, again stated in terms of 
the life testing problem, is to place n items on test replacing those 
that fail as they fail with new ite·ms until a total of r have failed. 
For this type of sampling the uniformly most accurate lower a prob-
ability confidence limit on Q is 2nxr,~/,X~(2r) • This quantity has 
the chi-square distribution with 2r degrees of freedom, so the toler-
ance limit will be the same as the one just derived except 'g will be 
replaced by nr-1xr n• That is, 
' 
L = -2nxr,nln(p)/~(2r) 
is the uniformlymost accurate lower a probability tolerance limit 
on 100p% of the exponential density for this type of sampling. The 
accuracy is again independent of n but of course the time required to 
obtain the r failures is a function of n. Note that if we put n 
items on test for each method of sampling, then the second sampling 
method uses more items (n + r - 1) to achieve the same accuracy, but 
requires less time. 
In some of the life testing type problems it is convenient and 
economical to use a single order statistic when sampling without re-
placement to determine a tolerance limit. We will now determine a tol-
era nee limit for the e:>..""Ponential based on a single order statistic and 
study its accuracy properties. This limit will be compared with those 
previously obtained. 
Let x be the r,n r-th smallest order statistic in a random sample 
of size n from the exponential density. Let w = 1 - exp-x /G. r,n 
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Then the density of w is independent of Q and is given by 
( ) nl r-1( 1 )n-r g w = (r - i)!(n - r)I w - w 
This is the beta density with parameters r and n - r + 1. We denote 
by Iy(b,d) the cumulative beta distribution with parameters b and d 
evaluated at y. Let Ya denote the point such that Iya(b,d) = a. 
If we use the same technique as in the previous chapter to obtain a tol-
erance limit on the exponential, we will need a lower confidence limit 
on Q based on X:r n since l - F(x;Q) for the exponential is an in-
. ' 
·. . . . . . : 
creasing function of Q. We have that 
a = Pr( W<Ya ) = Pr( 1 - exp-xr ufQ <Ya ) 
' 
where Ya is such that Iya(r,n - r + 1) = a. Therefore Xr n - , j ln(i - Ya 
is a lower a. probability confidence limit on Q based on the r-th 
smallest order statistic. Then 
min[l - F(L;Q)J = 1 - F(L;~) 
~S.Q 
where xr,n Q = - ln(l _Ya), so if we solve for L such that 
1 - F(L;~) = p, 
then we have 
exp [-1/ xr,n J = P ln(l - Ya) 
or 
Xr nln{p) L = , In(!~ YaJ • 
This choice of L gives a tolerance limit based on the· r-th smallest 
order statistic such that Pr( coverage>p) = a. 
Now to consider the accuracy of this tolerance limit let p 1 :>P• 
Then we have 
= Pr( exp-x 'Q>exp [ln{p')ln(l ... Ya)]) 
r,n1 [ ln(pJ 
ln~p;) 
=Pr[w<l-(l-ya) P ]· 
J6 
Then if we wish to determine the sample size such that Pr( coverage>p' ) 
~ a•, we must have 
. ··~ 
Prf W<;"l - (1 - Ya) P J~a' 
L . 
or 
or 
. . J_n{R_•J 
ln(l - Ya,)<~ ln(l - Ya)• 
Whether or not this inequality can be satisfied depends on both 
r and n. There are three possibilities for obtaining this inequality. 
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(l) Let· n be fixed (and sufficiently large) and determine r 
such that the inequality is satisfied. 
(2) Let r be fixed and determine n such that the inequality 
is satisfied. 
(3) Let there be a functional relation between r and n such 
that when one is known the other is also known, then determine n such 
that the inequality is satisfied. 
Tables 2f ~ Incomplete ~-Function, by Karl Pearson can be used 
to perform the computations. 
Table I on the following page is given so that a rough comparison 
of the accuracy of the tolerance limit based on Q and the accuracy 
based on Xr n can be made. It can also be used to get an approximate 
' idea of what sample size should be taken to achieve a desired degree 
of.accuracy. 
Table I 
The lower tolerance limits for the exponential density are deter-
mined such that they satisfy the statement, Pr( coverage:;>.90) = .90. 
Entries in the table are the computed values of Pr( coverage>.93 ). 
The tole:rance limits used are 
where 
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p = .90 and a= .90, and Q, xr n' and Ya are as defined previously. , 
based based on 12, n = 
r on 1iJ 20 30 40 50 
I 
10 .52 .52 .51 .51 .51 
20 .34 .37 .36 .33 
30 .22 .26 .23 
40 .13 .19 
50 .09 
No interpolation techniq~es were used in computing those values 
based on L~, so the values are only approximate. When r = n the in-
. <:. 
complete beta tables are not adequate for computing even an approximate 
value. 
The Weibull 
As a.nother applica.tion we consider another density which is used 
in life testing problems. This density is called the Weibull density 
and its function form. is 
This density was first proposed by Weibull in (6). The difficulty in 
using this density as a model is usually the problem of determining a 
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good value for c. Methods of estimating c are discussed and refer-
enced by Qureishi in (5). It is suggested that this model is often 
superior to the exponential even if a "rough tt value has to be used for 
c •. Therefore we will look at the accuracy of a tolerance limit for 
this density assuming that c is known and b is unknown. The cumu-
lative distribution is 
Jx -c c-1 c c F(x;b) = cb. x exp-( t/b) dt = 1 - exp-(x/b) , 
0 . . 
so 
1 - F(x;b) = exp-(x/b) 0 
is an increasing· function of b. Also we have that for · 
n 
.y = b-c~ xc 
~-- . , i=l J. . 
the density.of y is given by 
g(y) l n-1 = f"{n) y exp-y. 
This is a gamma density a.nd·is independent of the parameter and can be 
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used to obtain a confidence limit on b. We note th.at 2y is distri-
but,ed as a chi-square with 2n degrees of freedom, and since chi-square 
ta.bles are more accessible than g&'111Tla tables we will use the distri-
bution of 2y to obtain a tolerance limit. We have 
[ n 2 ]. = Pr 2b-cf=l xf< )(a(2n) 
Therefore .!?_ = [2f:.. x~i'v~(2n)]l/c is a lower a probability confi-
- i=l A 
dence limit on b. Now since 1 - F(x;b) is an increasing function of 
b, we have 
min h .. F{x;b)J = 1 - F(x;~), 
b<bl 
--
so if we solve for 1 such that l - F(L;.!?_) = p, we have 
exp-( L/.!?_) c = p 
implies 
L = .!?_(-ln p)1/c 
implies 
[ ~- c . ..11/c L = ~-2ln(p)~ xi /°):,i(2n) J • 
.This choice of L gives a lower tolerance limit on the Weibull where 
c is i;J,ssunied known such that Pr( coverage >p ) = a. 
· [ n 2 -.1/c 
.!?_ = 2~ ~ /)(a(2n)j is a uniformly most accurate lower confidence 
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limit on b for known c, so L is the uniformly most accurate lower 
tolerance limit. 
Now consider Pr( coverage> p 1 ) for p 1 > p. We have 
= Pr [ (L/b) c< -ln(p •)] 
= Pr [-2ln(p) f- x~ /b0 A,!( 2n) < -ln(p') J 
i=l 
This is exactly the same quantity as we obtained in the case of the 
exponential. We conclude then that the accuracy of this limit and that 
for the exponential based on x .· is the same. The computation can be 
carried out as described in the exponential case. 
CHAPTER V 
ACCURACY OF A CONFIDENCE LIMIT ON A POINT OF THE CUMULATIVE 
Instead of the usual tole·rance limit problem, that is determining 
a point such that a specified portion of the density is greater than 
this point, it is often of interest to determine what fraction of a 
density is greater that a given point. For example we may want to know 
what fraction of the tubes produced by a particular process will last 
more than 50 hours. Now instead of just estimating this fraction, it 
may be more desirable to be able to say with high confidence that at 
least a certain fraction will last more than 50 hours. This amounts to 
determining a lower confidence limit on the fraction of the density 
greater than ,o~ 
Let. f(x;Q) be the density under consideration and let p(X) be 
a statistic. The problem is then to determine p(X) such that for 
given x0 and a we have 
For example, consider the uniform density on the interval (O,G). 
Then for given x0 and a we want to determine p(X) such that 
Tnerefore we have 
a = Pr[ 1 - x0 Q-l>p(X) J 
= Pr [ x0 /( 1 - p(X) )< Q J • 
Now in Chapter II we determined that Z/(a)l/n, where Z = max(X1), is 
i 
a lower a probability confidence limit on G. So if we choose 
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x0/(l - p(X)) = Z/(al/n, then the probability statement will be satis= 
. 1/ fied. This means that p(X) = 1 - x0 (a) n;z. Similarly we can show 
that p-i~(X) = 1 - x0 (1 - (a)l/n)/Y, where Y = min(Xi), satisfies the 
i 
above probability statement. 
Now we would like to do for this problem something similar to what 
was done for the standard tolerance limit problem, that is 
( 1) formulate a systematic method for obtaining p(X), 
(2) formulate a criterion of accuracy which will be meaningful 
in terms of the physical problem, 
( 3) determine the sample· size necessary to obtain a desired 
accuracy, and 
(4) determine best p(X) functions in terms of this criteriono 
p(X) can be obtained by using a confidence limit on the parameter 
in the same manner as the tolerance limit was obtained previouslyo Sup-
pose 1 - F(x;Q) is an increasing function of Q and let ~(X) be a 
lower confidence limit on Q such that Pr( 2,<G ) = a. Then 
Therefore let p(X) = 1 - F(x0 ;~) and since 1 - F(x0 ;~) >l - F(x0 ;~) 
if and only if ~ < Q, we have 
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Of course if 1 - F(x;Q) is a decreasing function of Q then we need 
an upper confidence limit for Q, and the same procedure follows. 
Now consider the distribution of p(X). The range of p(X) is 
between O and 1 and it has probability a of being less than 
l - F(x0 ;Q) for the true value of· Q. Therefore the density might 
look like that in Figure (2). 
0 
.Figure (2) 
l - a. 
·A 
We wa.nt p(X) to be less than 1 - F(x0 ;Q) with probability a, 
but for accuracy we want it to be close to 1 - F(x0 ;Q). As a measure 
of this accuracy we might·choose an x1 such that x1>x0 and determine 
what, fraction of the density of p(X) is between 1 - F(x1;Q) and 
l - F(x0 ;Q). For a p(X) such that 
Pr [ 1 - F(:x:0 ;Q)>p(X) J = a, 
and for x1 >x0 , we can look at 
as the measure of accuracy. The smaller this quantity is the closer 
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p(X) is likely to be to 1 - F(x0 ;Q). If we want to specify a value 
for this expression, thel'l, the sample size can be determined to achieve 
this. 
Continuing with our example we have- for x1>x0 
This is a decreasing function of n · and for given a', an n can be 
determined such that 
n i'w (x0 /x1) a<a 1 • We might also note that for p '(X) 
we have 
[ JQ l * J [ -1 . . 1/n -lJ Pr .· Q- dx>p (X) = Pr 1 - x1Q >1 - x0 (1 - (a) )Y 
xl 
which is greater than (x0/x1 )na. Therefore we would consider p(X) 
better than p*(x). 
In terms of the accuracy measure we have formulated, the best 
function p(X) to use is th~ one which has the property of being the 
uniformly most accurate lower confidence limit on 1 - F(x0 ;Q). It seems 
reasonable that if we use a uniformly most accurate confidence limit on 
· Q to derive p(X) by the method given, then we will get the best 
function for p(X). This is indeed the case in the special cases being 
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considered here. 
Theorem 4. Let 1 - F(x0 ;G) be continuous in x and continuous 
and monotonic in G (assume increasing for explicitness), and assume 
there exists a uniformly most accurate lower confidence limit Q for 
G, such that Pr( 2< G ) = a. If p(X) is chosen such that 
then 
min[l - F(x0 ;Q)J = p(X), 
9<G 
--
and p(X) is the uniformly most accurate lower a probability coni'idence 
limit for 1 - F(x0 ;Q)., 
Proof: Suppose we choose x 1>x0 • Then 1 - F(x1;9)<1 - F(x0 ;G), 
but since 1 - F(x;G) is monotone increasing in 9, there exists a Qi 
(some function of Q) such that G'<~Q and 1 - F(x1;G) = 1 - F(x0 ;G 1 )o 
Therefore we have 
= Pr( G<G 1 ). 
But since Q is the uniformly most accurate confidence limit for G, 
Pr( ~<G 1 ) is a minimum. This means is a 
nri nimum, so p(X) is the uniformly most accurate lower a probability 
confidence limit on 1 - F(x0 ;Q). 
Exponential 
We will now use the preceding results in this chapter to solve the 
problem of setting a confidence limit on a point of the cumulative of 
the exponential which will satisfy speoified accl).racy criterion. 
Let 
( ) -1 I f x;Q = Q exp-x Q for x>O, Q>O 
= 0 otherwise. 
If x1, ••• ,Xn is a. random sample from this density, then 2nx./Q has a 
chi-square distribution with 2n degrees of freedom, and 2nx./)(;(2n) 
is a lower a probability confidence limit for Q. Also 
is an increasing function of 9, therefore using the method described 
previously, we have 
= exp[- xol~(2n)l. 
2nx 1 
Therefore, if we choose p(X) = exp [- x0 X,;< 2n)/2nx], p(X) will be the 
uniformly most accurate lower a probability confidence limit for 
1 - F(x0 ;Q) .· since 2nxiX.~< 2n:) is the uniformly most accurate lower 
a probability confidence limit for Q. So we have the best p(X) 
such that 
Now for given x1 such that x1>x0 we have 
47 
= Pr( ~-x1/9 >exp[-x0 X.!<2n)/2nx]) 
= Pr[ 2nx/9<(x0/x1) X.!(2n) J • 
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But 2m/9 is distributed as a chi-square variate with 2n degrees of · 
freedom. Therefore if we want to determine n such that 
we will have to have 
or 
Meaningful values of x0 and x1 depend on the nature of the 
problem. For example, suppose a company produces a certain type of tube 
and a customer is interested in buying a large supply of these tubes. 
However the customer wants a guaranty as to what fraction of the tubes 
will last .40 hours or more. The company will need to know what frac-
. tion, · say p, of the tubes produced will last 40 hours or more. p will 
likely be unknown, so an estimate must be used. The company will want 
this estimate to.be less than p, that is they will want to be able to 
say with a high degree of confidence that at least a certain fraction of 
these tubes will last 40 .. hours or more. Theref'ore a p(X) is needed 
such that Pr( p>p(X) ) is large, say .• 90. Havrever., the company will 
not want to underrate its product by giving an estimate which may be 
considerably less than p, .since it might loose the order as a result. 
The accuracy of p(X) can be controlled then, by choosing another value., 
say 60, where p1 is the.fraction of the tubes produced by this process 
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which last longer than 60 hours, and consider the probability that 
p(X) fraction of the tubes actually last longer than 60 hours. That 
is, if p(X) is less than p1, the company is underrating its product 
by saying that at least p(X) fraction of the tubes will last longer 
than 40 hours when in reality at least p(X) fraction of the tubes 
will last longer than 60 hours. To control this kind of an error we 
can determine p(X) such that Pr( p>p(X)) = .90, then determine what 
sample sjze should be taken so that we will have Pr( p1 >p(X) )< .10 
(or some smaller value if more accuracy is desired). If we assu,11e the 
the exponential distribution then we will have 
and n must be determined such that the inequality 
is satisfied. Using the chi-square tables we see that the first degree 
of freedom row for which this is satisfied, is 81. Therefore we need 
2n~ 81, so we would choose a sample of size 41. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY 
In this thesis a study is made of the accuracy of tolerance limits 
fo~ densities which satisfy the statement Pr( coverage::>p) = a. A 
discussion is given on measures of accuracy which have bee.n considered 
and the merits of these measures are discussed. It is pointed out that 
none of these measures is satisfactory for considering both the compar-
ison of two different functional forms for a tolerance limit and the 
determination of a sample size to obtain a desired degree of accuracy. 
For a tolerance limit for a density which satisfies the statement 
Pr( coverage>p ) = a., it is proposed that Pr( coverage>p' ), where 
P'>P, be used as a measure of the accuracy of the limit. The feasibility 
of this criterion for use in studying the above stated problems is 
discussed, and a limit is defined as uniformly most accurate if 
Pr( coverage>p' ) is a minimum for all p'>P• The uniform density is 
used as an example and the problem of determintng a sample size necessary 
to obtain a desired degree of accuracy is solved. That is., a tolerance 
limit is determined such that Pr( coverage>p) = a., then the sample 
size is determined so that for given p' and a' the statement 
• 
Pr( coverage>p 1 .. ) < a I will also be satisfied. 
Let f(x;Q) be a density function and suppose the cumulative density 
function F(x;Q) of X is a decreasing function of Q for each x. 
Then if' Q is a lower a probability confidence limit on Q, we have 
min f 1 - F(x;Q)J = 1 - F(x;~). 
Q<QL 
--
Now if 1 is determined such that 1 .. F(L;~) = p, then we ha.ve that 
1 - F(L;Q)>P if and only if Q<Q. Therefore 
Pr[ ~~(x;Q)dx>p J = Pr [ 1 - F(L;Q)>p J 
= Pr( Q<Q ) = a. 
This gives a useful relation between the probability statement of a tol-
erance limit on the density and the probability statement of a confidence 
limit on the parameter. Conditions on f(x;Q) are given so that if Q 
is the uniformly most accurate confidence limit on Q and L is deter-
mined by the above relation, then 1 will be the uniformly most accurate 
tolerance limit on the fraction p of the density f(x;G). 
Some applications of the above techniques are given. For the 
exponential distribution, the uniformly most accurate lower tolerance 
limit is derived for each of two different sampling schemes. The 
problem of determining the accuracy of these limits is solved. Also a 
tolerance limit based on a single order statistic is derived and this 
limit is compared with the uniformly most accurate limit. 
The problem of determining a lower confidence limit on the fraction 
of a density greater than a given value is briefly considered. It is 
shmm that this confidence limit can be determined by using a confidence 
limit on the parameter similar to the technique given for the standard 
tolerance limit problem. A measure of precision is defined for this 
confidence. limit and the problem of de,termining the sample size necessary 
to achieve a. desired degree of accuracy is solved for the exponential 
distribution., 
(1) 
( 2) 
(3) 
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